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THE ART OF ENGINEERING



A R T O M O T I V



           
A SINGULAR VISION  

To apply advanced technology  
and craftsmanship in the creation of the  
most luxurious, most desirable Series 1 Jaguar E Type  
ever created: a legend redefined.
A strictly limited series of only 20 cars.  
Each one unique.



A LIFE-LONG  

PASSION

 
To perfect the ultimate in automotive design. Paying homage to the heritage and  

pedigree of the original while setting a new benchmark, without compromise.

As beautiful to look at as is to experience on the road, each edition in the series 
has been conceived as a work of art in engineering. A perfectly honed expression 

of luxury. A remarkable blend of creativity and science.  
 



Brightwork detail is finished in soft glow nickel.  
The mirror-finish bodywork takes more than  
20 litres of paint to achieve. 

TO FINISH
FROM START

Stripped back to bare metal,  
every element is painstakingly and  
meticulously reconstructed using a  

semi-lightweight body comprising an  
all steel monocoque shell, hand-made  

aluminium bonnet and aluminium  
soft close doors. 





Luxury in every detail. Interiors created  
in partnership with Bill Amberg, legendary  

British masters of leather.
Beautiful, bespoke and as indivual as  

a perfectly tailored suit.

ART+
CRAFTSMANSHIP



Bespoke made-to-measure Bill Amberg briefcase and weekend ‘Rocket’ bags  
seamlessly complement the interior colour specifications. WORK AND PLAY





It takes over  

3800  
hours to complete each work of art.







TECH SPECS 

- Steel reinforced monocoque shell using at least 30 percent of the original 
- Aluminum handmade bonnet
- Handmade strengthened aluminum doors
- Avon ZZ Fast road tyres
- Bespoke 6 pot alloy front brakes
- Vented discs all round
- Bespoke alloy handbrake calipers and rear brake calipers
- Bespoke engineered 5 speed gearbox
- 300 bhp fast road 3.8 litre normally aspirated engine
- Alloy cooling system
- Jenvey heritage throttle bodies
- Handmade bumpers
- Nickel finished brightwork throughout
- Fan assisted LED lighting
- Soft closing doors
- Heated windscreen
- Bespoke modern wiring used throughout
- Hand built and polished big bore aircraft grade stainless steel exhaust system
- Hand finished bespoke stainless-steel wheels
- Bespoke soft close system
- Adjustable suspension all round
- Uprated torsion bars 
- Quick adjust reaction plate
- Electronic speed sensitive power steering 

INTERIOR
- Hand crafted aluminum internal panels throughout
- Heat and sound insulated bodyshell
- Finest leather hide and suede 
- Hand stitched leather toggle switches
- Hand stitched steering wheel and matching grab handle
- Set of two weekend ‘Rocket’ bags 
- Set of two briefcase ‘Rocket’ bags
- Modern led interior lighting
- Billet copper keys with leather bound keyrings 
- Bespoke instruments
- Upgraded Bluetooth stereo 
- Air conditioning system




